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A bstract:
Stability under small nonlinear perturbations is proved for a class of linear quan­
tum  dynamical systems, including the harmonic oscillator coupled to a free Bose 
field and the infinite harmonic chrystal. The main tool is an estimate of Dyson’s 
time-dependent perturbation series, based on a labeling of its terms by rooted 
trees.
In recent years a renewed interest is noticeable in the ergodic theory of quantum systems 
([BFS1, BFS2, Ja P l, JaP2, Spo, ArH, GrM]). One possible approach proceeds by pertur­
bation of easily solvable models. Here we push this approach to an extreme for the case of 
linear Bose systems, applying a technique which may well allow wider usage: summation 
of the Dyson series by summing over rooted trees.
We consider a harmonic oscillator which together with its Bosonic environment forms a 
mixing linear quantum dynamical system at tem perature T  > 0. We perturb the oscilla­
to r’s harmonic potential by a bounded anharmonic term  and study the dynamics of the 
perturbed system. For T  > 0 the non-commutative Radon-Nikodym theorem of A. Connes 
[Con] says that the perturbed dynamics also possesses a thermal equilibrium state, which 
is given by a vector in the same Hilbert space.
We give a sufficient condition for the unitary equivalence of the perturbed and the unper­
turbed dynamics, thereby considerably improving an earlier result by one of the authors 
[Maa], which was later applied to Rayleigh scattering by H. Spohn [Spo].
At zero temperature the existence of a perturbed equilibrium state (i.e. a ground state) in 
the same Hilbert space is difficult to establish. We give a few concrete sufficient conditions 
for this case.
Our starting point is a finite positive measure v  on [0, oo) which characterises the linear 
quantum dynamical system of oscillator and environment together. A sum of n > 1 point 
masses would correspond to an assembly of n — 1 (possibly coupled) harmonic oscillators 
interacting with the central oscillator. We shall be interested in the case of an absolutely 
continuous measure u, as is needed for mixing behaviour of the system as a whole. This 
corresponds to a Bose field as in [Maal, Spo] or to an infinite assembly of harmonic 
oscillators as in [FKM, FiL], A few examples are mentioned in the appendix. For further 
examples we refer to [LeM],
The measure v canonically determines a triple (1C,K,q), where K  is a complex separable 
Hilbert space, K  a positive self-adjoint operator on K  and q a vector in K,:
1. Introduction.
We may regard K, as the phase space of a classical mechanical system with linear dynamics 
S t := eltK. The imaginary part of the inner product represents the symplectic form or 
Poisson bracket. The vector q stands for the position of the central harmonic oscillator. 
The triple (/C, K, q) is alternatively characterised by the function
which is expressed completely in classical mechanical terms.
The linear dynamical system (/C, K , q) is quantised by associating in a real-linear way to 
a vector f  E JC a self-adjoint operator <&(ƒ) on some Hilbert space % with cyclic vector Q 
such that
JC = L 2([ 0, o o ) , ^ ) ;  K f ( x )  = x f ( x ) ,  q(x) = 1. (1)
for T  = 0; 
for T  > 0.
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The position operator of our oscillator at time t then becomes
Qt := Q(Stq) ,
so that g(t) =  [Qo,Qt\- We shall denote Qo by Q. If q E D om (lf) we also have a 
momentum operator
P  := m l t ^ t=0 = = > (3)
where m  denotes the mass of the oscillator.
We perturb the Hamiltonian of the quantised linear system by a term  v(Q), where v : 
R  —>• R  is a smooth bounded function, and we call the dynamical system stable for this 
perturbation, if the perturbed and the unperturbed sytem are unitarily equivalent.
In Section 2 we recall a pair of ‘abstract’ sufficient conditions for stability: convergence of 
the Dyson series (I) and existence of an invariant state (II). In Section 3, Theorems 4 and
5, these are translated into concrete sufficient conditions. Our main result is Theorem 4 
on stability.
In previous papers on the stability problem as stated above f.Ylaa. Spo]) it was required 
that g(t) =  [Qo,Qt] decays exponentially. This is not typically the case, however: it 
requires the measure v  to have a density whose odd extension to R  is the imaginary part 
of an analytic function on an infinite strip around the real axis. It can never hold for 
measures of compact support, such as the spectral measure of a harmonic crystal. The 
present improvement was inspired by work of one of us [BFM] which suggested tha t only 
integrability of g would be needed. A closer investigation of the natural upper bound 
for Dyson’s perturbation series revealed tha t its terms can be labeled by ‘indexed’ rooted 
trees, and then ‘packed’ together into a sum over trees without indexation, thus reducing 
the number of terms of order n from n! to a power of n. The recursive structure of the 
space of all rooted trees allowed to identify the sum as the fixed point of a generating 
function, as occurs in the classical Galton-Watson theory of branching processes [Har], In 
examples this fixed point can often be found explicitly. This summation over trees is set 
forth in Section 4.
Our condition on v implies tha t the total binding potential \ a Q 2 +  v(Q) is a convex 
function of Q, but we do not believe that this is a necessary condition for stability. (Cf. 
Lemma 8). In the simplest case, v(Q) = a cos AQ with a, A > 0, our condition reads:
aA2 < - ¡ - r  , (4)
e \m\
and since (Lemma 7) a  ||g|| < 1, this implies that
d2
— -  ( | a x 2 +  v(x)) > a — aX2 cos Xx > 0 .
Shortly before this work was finished, we became aware of comparable results of Fidaleo 
and Liverani [FiL], who could also prove stability on the basis of integrability of g. In the 
simplest case mentioned above they give the following sufficient condition:
aXn 1
SUP -------—7 < ——77 .
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This condition is considerably more restrictive than (4) in particular for large A, since
A technical point which had to be addressed in Section 3 is the proper choice of the algebra 
of operators for which the mixing property is to be formulated. The C*-algebra generated 
by the Weyl operators is too small, since it is not stable for the perturbed dynamics. 
(This point was overlooked in [Spo].) The von Neumann algebra on the other hand is in 
general too large: at temperature 0 the mixing property fails. We chose here to use the 
C*-algebra generated by all the integrals over the Weyl operators with respect to finite 
complex measures on a linear subspace of K,, and call it the integral Weyl algebra. The 
need to employ this algebra was also recognised by Fidaleo and Liverani [FiL],
The crucial estimate for Theorem 4 is proved in Section 4. In Section 5 we prove Theorem
5. In Section 6 we give the measure v for several simple linear dynamical systems and 
indicate which of our conditions hold for them.
2. Stability  o f Q uantum  D ynam ical System s.
In this Section we provide the framework for the main results in Section 3. In a concise 
form we present basically known facts from [Spo, Maa, FiL],
By a quantum, dynamical system we shall mean a triple (A, where A  is a C*-
algebra with unit, u> a state on A,  and (« i)ie]g> a one-parameter group of *-automorphisms 
of A  leaving u> invariant. By the Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal construction the pair (A , u>) 
determines a Hilbert space a unit vector il E H. and a representation of A  as an 
algebra of bounded operators on % such that *40 is dense in % and (Q, ^40) =  oo(A) for all 
A E A.  In this paper we shall identify the algebra A  with its representation and require 
that 1 1—Y a t (A) is strongly continuous for all A E A.
The quantum dynamical system (*4, w, a t) is called mixing  if for all unit vectors ^  E H  
and all A E A
lim ( y , a t (A)V) = uj{A) . (5)
¿—>■±00
The dynamics (« i)ie]g> determines a one-parameter group (Ut)te;g> of unitary operators on 
% by the relation
UtAil  = a t {A)il .
The generator H  of this group, given by
Ut = eitH ,
is called the Hamiltonian of the quantum dynamical system.
P roposition  1. Let a t) be a mixing quantum dynamical system represented on a
Hilbert space % with cyclic vector Q and Hamiltonian H. Let V  = V* E A  and let for all
t E R
5 1 : B{%) B{%) : A ^  eit(H+v)A e r it(H+v) .
sup 
. - w i n
Ar
11!
3
Suppose that a t (A) C A  for all t E R and that the following two conditions are satisfied. 
(I) For all A E A,
OO n  n
V ]  / • • • /  \\[a^tn {V),[---[a^t l {V),A]---]]\\dt1d t 2 - " d t n < oo ; (6) n=0 0<t!<---<tn
(II) H  + V  has an eigenvector Q (of unit length), which is cyclic for A.
Then there exists a unitary operator r  : % % such that Tfi =  Q and
H  + V  = T H T * .
In particular putting u>(A) := (fi, ^4fi) we obtain a mixing quantum dynamical system 
(A, w, a t) unitarily equivalent to (A, u>, a t).
Proof. For all A E A  and t > 0, a t (A) is given by the Dyson series [BrR]
a t{A) =  at(A)+
00 f t  p t n i‘ t -2
y Z in /  • • • /  ®t([a^tn (V) ,[a^ tn_1(V) ,[ -- -[a^t l (V),A}---}}})dt1dt2 ---dtn , 
n=1 Jo Jo Jo
(7)
and for t < 0 by a similar expression.
Condition (I) implies that for all A E A  the following limits exist in the norm topology: 
7 (^ 4) := lim 5 o at(A)  and 7(^4) := lim a - t  ° 5 t (A )  .
t —y 00 t —y 00
(In fact, for the existence of the first limit only the convergence of the n =  1 term  in 
(7) is required.) Since A  is invariant for a t and norm-closed, the above limits define *- 
homomorphisms 7 ,7  : A  —>• A.  Then we have for all ,1. B E A.  in the topology of pointwise 
weak convergence on A:
lim a t (A )a t (B) = im(Aj (B))  • 1 . (8)
t —y 00
Indeed, for any unit vector ^  E H  and any e >  0 we can choose t  so large that
||a _ t o a t (B) -  7 (S )|| < e , 
and, by the mixing property also
|( ^ ,a _ t (^ 7 (S ))^ )  -  oo(A~f (B))\ < e .
It follows that
\ ( ^ , a t (A)5t (B )^ )  ^ u ( A ^ ( B ) ) \  < \ ( * , a t ( A a - t o a t (B))V) -  ( * , a t (Ay(B))*) \
+ \ (V ,a t ( * y ( B ) ) V ) - u ( * y ( B ) ) \
< £ m u  £ ,
which proves (8). Putting A  =  1 we find that the dynamics a t eventually sends every 
observable B  E A  to its value in the state u> 0 7 . By condition (II) this state is given by a 
vector il E H: we have u> =  u> o 7  and (A, £>, a t) is mixing. Now put
r 0 : *40 —>• A i i  : ^40 7 (^)Q  .
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Then T0 is well-defined and isometric since, by the mixing property of ( A , a t ,u>): 
||7 (^ 4)Q ||2 =  A)) =  lim u ( a - t  ° ®-t{A* A))t—¥ OO
lim ¡jj(at (A*A)) =  oo(A*A) =  ||^40||2 .
t—y oo
Let r  : H  —>• H  denote the isometric extension of r 0 to *40 =  H. Clearly we have:
r o  =  r - i o  =  7 ( i ) o  =  o .
Similarly we consider _ _ _
r 0 : *40 ^  *40 : ,40 ^  7(^ )0  .
Then r 0 extends to an isometry T : % % by the mixing property of (*4, £>, a t). 
Moreover, we have for all ,1. B e  *4:
(Ail.  17/0) = w (A * j (B ) )  =  lim w(at (A*)at (B))t—y oo
=  lim u ( a ^ t  ° ctt(A*)B) =  u('y(A*)B)t—y oo
= (7 (4 )0 . Bii) = (TAil ,B i l )  .
Since *40 and *40 are dense in it follows that r  =  r* , and since both T and T are 
isometric % %, they must be unitary and each other’s inverse. Finally, from the 
intertwining relation
7  o a t (A) = lim o a s+t{A) =  lim 5 t_u o a u(A) = a t o j (A )
S —>■ OO U — ¥  OO
we may conclude that
e i t ( H + V ) p  _  p g ii- f f  _
and the result follows. □
3. Stability  o f Linear B ose D ynam ical System s.
In this Section we shall apply Proposition 1 to the case of certain linear quantum dynamical 
systems obeying canonical commutation relations. In Theorems 4 and 5 below we shall 
give concrete sufficient conditions for the convergence of the Dyson series (condition (I) of 
Prop. 1). and for the existence of an invariant state (condition (II)).
3.1. The linear dynam ical system .
Our starting point is a complex separable Hilbert space K,, on which a positive self-adjoint 
operator K  is given with absolutely continuous spectrum, and from which a nonzero el­
ement q is singled out. The operator K  determines a one-parameter group of unitary 
operators
e __ A tKb t .— e
By S  =  S(1C, K , q) we shall denote the linear span of the vectors (Stq)te^ .  If S  is dense 
in K,, the triple (/C, K , q) is completely characterised by the measure v  on [0, oo) given by
/*OC
(q, S tq) = /  eixtu(dx) , (i G R) . (9)
Jo
Let a ‘tem perature’ T  > 0 be given. By D T =  DT {tC,K) we shall mean the whole space 
K'. for 7’ =  0, and for T  > 0 the domain of K ^ 1/ 2.
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D efinition. By the linear B ose dynam ical system  over (X. K)  at tem perature 7’ > 0
we mean a quadruple CH. H'. il: H). where % is a complex separable Hilbert space, W  a 
strongly continuous map from D t  to the unitary operators on fi a unit vector in % 
and H  a self-adjoint operator on % such that the following conditions hold.
(iii) for all ƒ G D t (JC,K):
eitHW { f ) Q = W  (eitKf )  Q ;
(iv) The linear span of the vectors W ( f ) Q, (ƒ G D t (JC, K )) is dense in %.
The Bose dynamical system is determined up to unitary equivalence by the pair (X, K)  
and the number T.  For T  > 0 the state ujt '■ A  (Q, ,40} satisfies the KMS condition 
with respect to the evolution o, : ,1 eltHA e ^ ltH on the von Neumann algebra A t  =  
A/r(/C, K) generated by the operators W ( f ), ƒ G Z>r, and for T  = 0 the Hamiltonian i i  is 
positive with ground state vector Q. The tem perature zero algebra Ao(X, K)  consists of 
all bounded operators on % ([BrR]).
Let A t  =  AT{fc ,K,q)  denote the C*-algebra generated by operators A ( k) of the form
where k is a finite complex measure on S(JC, K, q). We call Ar{fC, K, q) the integral Weyl 
algebra at temperature T  over <S(X, K , q).
Lem m a 2. The quantum dynamical system (A t {1C, K,q),u>T, (a i)ieR) iS mixing for all 
T  > 0. For T  > 0 the mixing property extends to the von Neumann algebra A/r(X, K).
Remark. The temperature zero quantum dynamical system (No, ujq, at) is not mixing. 
Indeed, since A f 0 =  B { % ) ,  it contains the projection operator P q  := |0)(Q |, which does 
not move under a t :
For the same reason, Lemma 2 can only be true if Pq £ A q and Pq £ N t  for T  > 0. 
Indeed, Pq G A q if and only if dim (AC) < oo ([vNe]). For T  > 0 the vector Q is separating 
for A v • and since l\>il =  Q =  IQ, the projection Pq does not lie in A 7 •
Proof of Lemma 2. As K  has absolutely continuous spectrum, we have by the Riemann- 
Lebesgue lemma for all f ,h,ElC:
(i) For all f , g  E D T (JC,K):
W ( f ) W ( g )  = e - ^ V ’^ W i f  + g) ;
(ii) for all ƒ G D t (JC,K):
lim (ƒ, eitKh) = 0 .
00
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It follows tha t for all ƒ, g, h E D T :
ujT ( W { f ) W { S tg)W{h )) =  exp(—1(|| ƒ ||y +  \\g\\% + \\h\\%)
-  !((ƒ> s t 9 ) r  + {S tg , h)T +  (ƒ, h)T))
> üüT (W(f)W(h))üüT (W(g)) .
¿—>■±00
So we have
lim ( f i , a i ( 4 ) $ 2) =  {îri , $ 2M 4 ) (10)
t —> -±  OO
for all ^ 1,^2  in the linear span of the vectors W(f)£l ,  ƒ G Z>r, and for ,4 of the form 
W(g), g E D t ■ By cyclicity of fi, (10) extends to all ^ 1,^2  £ End by cioniin a tecl
convergence to all A  in the integral Weyl algebra. Putting =  & we obtain
weak- lim eitH = Pn .
OO
Now, choosing ,1',. ,1f_, in the commutant jVy, we find that (10) holds for ^  := ,1'i> and 
A E A 7 :
( A ^ l a t i A ) ^ } )  = {{A'2f  A^Ü^UtAÜ)  — ► ( ^ f i ,  A !2il)(i l,  Ai l)  .
¿—->±00
For T  > 0, fi is cyclic for as well as A t ,  therefore ( A t ,  w, a*) is mixing. □
3.2. The nonlinear dynam ical system .
We shall perturb the dynamics a t on B{%) by the bounded self-adjoint operator V  E A t  
given by pOO
V  := v(Q) := /  W{Xq)ii{dX) ,
where fj, is a finite complex measure on E  satisfying fi(—E)  =  fi(E) for all Borel subsets 
E  of R. By / /+  we denote the total variation measure of ¡j,:
H+(E)  := sup{ / ev0^¡j,{dx)  | d : E  —>• E  Borel measurable } .
J  E
We now proceed to check the conditions of Prop. 1 one by one.
Lem m a 3. *4y(/C, K, q) is invariant for a t : B(7i) —>• B(7i) : A  H>- eit(H+v ) Ae~lt(H+v\
Proof. Let k be a finite complex Borel measure on S{tC,K,q).  Using (7), a t (A(K)) can be 
written in the form
a t {A{n)) = norm- lim Y " [  W { f ) p rht{df)  ,
iV—>-00 n=0
where {pn,t)nefq iei> is a family of measures on S  satisfying
f ^ i s )  < ^ ~ v +m nK+(s) ■
\t\ n
n\
7
Since for each t this is a summable sequence in n, a t (A(K,)) is a norm limit of Weyl integrals, 
hence a t (A(K)) G *4r(/C, K, q). If A  is any norm limit of Weyl integrals A{nn), n —>• oo, 
then again 5* (^4) G A t  since a t is a *-automorphism, hence norm-continuous. □
Our main result is the following. Define
/ DO
|A |e^x/i+(dA) .
-DO
T heorem  4. Suppose that ||g|| := J0°° |Im (q, S tq) \ dt < oo , and that the equation
y = M(\\g\\y) (11)
admits a solution y > 0. Then condition (I) of  Prop. 1 (convergence of the Dyson series) 
is satisfied for the quantum dynamical system (*4y(/C, K, q), u> t, cet)-
Proof. It suffices to prove convergence of the Dyson series (6) for
A : = W ( X 0S toq) ,
with some fixed io e 1  and Ao G C. Now let g : [0, oo) —>• R be as in (2), and define
g(t) := (Stq ,S toq) ■
Let rhk := |Aq|fc and nik := J0°° |A|fc+V + (dA). By repeated use of the equality
we obtain
£
n= 0
[W(f ) ,W(h)}  = ^2 i  s in ( |lm  (ƒ, h ) ) W ( f  + h) ,
[a_tn (V), [• • • [a- tl 0 0  > A] ■ ■ ■]]\\dt1dt2 ■■■dtr
OO /*OCoo
— n  U  U  OO J  OO
n /  j-1
1 M2 sin |  I ^  ini (XjStjq, AcS tcq)
j=1 \ c = 0
oo 0 1 2 n— 1
<
x [j,+ (dXi) ■ ■ ■ (d,Xn)dtidt2 • • • dtn
kj x a ft  x /.(X) pOO I n \
|AjACj. | I ¡ijf. (d A i)  • • • ƒ/_!_ (dAn )
n = 0 c i = 0 c 2= 0 c 3=0 c„=0 —00 ,' ^ 00 y = l  ƒ
x ƒ " ' ƒ  n ^ ( i i - i CJ) U i d i 2 • • • * „ ,
0<t i<- <t n \ J=1 /
00 0 n  — 1  n  „ „ i n  \
^  ^  ^  mdc(0) n  mdc(i) /  • • • /  n % &  -  m  diidi2 • • • ’
i =1 o<t l V-?=1 /n=0 ci =0 c„=0
where g0 :=  I S'I and gc =  |g| for c 7^  0 and dc(j) is the number of those i < n for which 
Cj =  j .  The r.h.s. is the sum <&(ra, m, 5 , 5) of Section 4. It will be proved tha t it converges 
i f  and only i f  the graph of M  intersects the line x =\\g\\y.  □
-  8  -
T heorem  5. I f  one of the following three conditions holds:
(a) T  > 0;
(b) K  > e ■ 1 for some £ > 0;
(c) IMloo ' l l ^ ^ l l  ^
then H  + V  has an eigenvector.
Proof. For T  > 0 an eigenvector Q is provided by Araki’s time independent perturbation 
theory of KMS states ([Ara, BrR]) or Connes’ cocycle theorem [Con],
If T  = 0 we may represent % as the L 2 space of the Gaussian probability space indexed by 
a real subspace of K, containing q, such as £|>([0, oo), v). It is known [Sim] tha t on such 
a space the semigroup e r tH is positivity improving and hypercontractive, provided that 
K  > e • 1. Then we can apply Theorem XIII.49 from [ReS4] to the bounded multiplication 
operator V  = v(Q). The conclusion is that H  + V  has a ground state.
If T  = 0 and the spectrum of K  has no gap above 0, we may approximate K  by the 
operators K  + e • 1, and show that under condition (c) the ground state found above 
survives the limit e 0. We postpone the proof to Section 5. □
-  9 -
3.3. Interpretation and com m ents.
Given the structure (AC, K, q) and the measure v  from (9), let us define
1 i'°°
— := W ^ ^ q f  = xu(dx) . (12)
m
and
1 f°° 1
— := lllf^1//2<?||2 =  — v{dx) ; (13)
a J $ x
If any of these integrals diverges, we take the corresponding constant m  or a  to be 0.
If q E K, is to be interpreted as the position of a harmonic oscillator in some linear 
environment, then the constants m  and a  must both be positive, since they play the role 
of the ‘effective’ mass and spring constant of the oscillator respectively: suppose tha t the 
momentum operator P  exists (i.e. q E Dom (If)). Then we should have according to (3),
(<]. Kq) = Im (<]. iKq) = Im [Q, — P] = — .
m  m
It is reasonable to persist in the interpretation of m  as a mass even if P  does not exist. 
The interpretation of a  is justified by the following lemma.
L em m a 6 . Let {tC,K,q) be as in (1) and let be the associated linear Bose
dynamical system at temperature 0 with W(Xq) =  elX®. Then the number a  > 0 given by 
(13) is the largest nonnegative number for which
cGl \ u Q 2 < H  + c - 1  . (14)
In physical terms, this lemma means that only those degrees of freedom can be forced to 
take small values by keeping the total energy low, whose phase space vectors are in the 
domain of K ^ 1/ 2. This explains why tem perature states can only be defined on the Weyl 
algebra of D t  =  Dom [ K ^ 1!2). It also puts a natural restriction on v.
Proof. For all ƒ E Dom ( K 1/ 2) we have by Cauchy-Schwarz,
l(/> q)\‘ f(x)is(dx)
o
< — I ƒ (a;) I • x v (d x ) \  < — lllf1/ 2/II2 . 
x J a
So, if E q denotes the orthogonal projection onto Cq, we have in the sense of quadratic 
forms:
a E q < K  .
Now, at T  = 0 we may take % to be the Fock space over /C. and employ the well-known 
second quantisation operator d r  (not related to the T of Prop. 1). Cf. [Sim, Par], We 
find:
\a,Q2 < |a ( $ ( g )2 +  $(«<?)2) =  a(dT(Eq) +  |  • 1) < dT(K) + • 1 =  H  + • 1 .
Conversely, suppose that for some a'  > 0 we have \ a ' Q 2 < H  + c-1 .  For e > 0, let f £ be 
given by
1
fe(x) := l[e,oo)(aO • -  •
L '  X
- 1 0 -
(VP.Q2®) =  - j ^ u a ( W ( - i \ f ' ) W ( s q ) W ( i \ f ' ) )  | >=|)
=  - ¿ J  cxp(|A s(g, ƒ,) -  j s 2||g||2) |s=0 =  jIIjH2 +  A2{?,/,)2 .
On the other hand,
( * , m )  = ^ ( w { - a f t ) w ( i x s , f t )) 11=0
=  - i ^ i : x p ( - i A 2||/«||2 +  iA 2( f , . S tf , ) )  | (=0 =  iA 2( f , . K f . )  .
So our assumption on a' implies tha t a! (q, f £}2 < ( f£, K f e) =  (<?, / e), i.e. for all e > 0:
r°° 1
a' — v(dx) < 1 .
J  £ ^
So a  is the largest number with property (14). □
Lem m a 7. Let (JC,K,q) be of standard form (1), and let g be given by (2). Then
r°° i
lim e^£tg(t)dt = -  .
e4-0 Jo a
In particular, ^  < \\g\\.
Proof. By Fubini’s theorem we have for all e > 0:
Then we have for all A e  R, putting := W ( i X f e)il,
from which the statement follows. □
Lem m a 8. I f  the condition (11) of  Theorem 4 is satisfied, then the effective potential
\o,Q 2 +  v(Q)
is a strictly convex function of Q.
Proof. If v is constant, then the statem ent is trivially valid. If it is not, then ƒ  \\\[j,+ (d\) >
0, so that M (0) > 0, y > 0 and on [0, ||g|| y) the function M  is strictly convex and analytic. 
It follows that
M ,(Q) < M ( \ \ g \ \ y ) - M { 0) =  y -  M (0) < J _  ^
M \ y  M \ y  Ibll '
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Therefore by Lemma 7 we have for all x E R:
OO 1
\v " { x )\ <  |A| /¿+(dA ) =  M ' ( 0 )  <  jj—jj <  a  , 
J o  l l f l ' l l
so for all x:
d2
—  ^( |a a ;2 +  u(a:)) =  a  +  v"{x) > 0 .
(JjJb
□
3.4. An exam ple.
As a typical example let us choose a, A > 0 and consider the perturbation
/ DO
W(X'q)fj,(dX') ,
-DO
where ¡j, = fi+ =  ^a(Sx +  <$_,\)- Then M{x)  = aXeXx, so condition (11) of Theorem 4 reads
3j,>0 : aXex^ y = y .
This is equivalent with
3 U> 0  :  nX-  | | # | |  =  u e ~ u ,  
i.e., since m axj ue^u | u > 0 } =  l /e ,
2 - 1aXz >
e llfll
as announced in (4).
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4. T he m ain estim ate.
In this section we develop the estimate used in the proof of Theorem 4.
4.1. The result.
Let m o, m i, m2, • • • and mo, m i, m2, • • • be two sequences of nonnegative numbers, and g, g 
two integrable functions [0, 00) —>• [0, 00). We consider the sum of integrals
00 0 1 2  n — 1 (  n
$ ( m , m , g , g )  := ^  E E E " ’ Y ,  Ü  m M i )
n= 0 c i = 0 c2= 0 c3=0 c„=0 \ j = l
X ƒ"'ƒ 1 II ” íc?) ) díldí2 ' ' 'din, 
0<t i<-< tn \J = 1 /
where
4 (i) := # {  * e  {1, 2 , • •• ,«} I Ci = j  }
and
g if c =  0,
(15)
S c r  \ g  i f c ^ O .
Let the generating functions M. M  : [0, 00) —>• [0, 00] be defined by
OO OO ~
M(x)  := ~j^[xk an(  ^ M(x)  :=
fc = 0  ' fc = 0  
and let ||g ||, ||g|| denote the integrals of g and g respectively.
T h e o rem  9. The sum <&(m, m,g,g)  in (15) converges i f  and only i f  the equation
M(\\g\\y) = y (11)
allows a solution y for which M (||g|| y) < 00. I f  y is the least solution, then
$ ( m ,m ,g ,g )  = M(\\g\\y) . (17)
Fig. 1: the main estimate.
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4.2. Some consequences.
1. In the special case that
QO
m = in. g = g. ^  = 1 • and \g
k= 0
/  g{t)dt = 1 , (18)
this theorem allows the following interpretation. Consider the branching process where at 
time 0 a single individual of some species is present. At a positive random time (having 
probability density g) it splits into k new individuals with probability nik/M.  These in 
their tu rn  live for independent random times — again distributed according to g — and 
produce independent offspring according to the same law m^/M,  et cetera. Then the sum 
<&{m,m,g,g) in (15) is the total probability measure carried by all possible finite family 
trees, and is therefore equal to the probability that the progeny of the original individual 
will eventually die out.
The content of Theorem 9 is then the central statem ent of Galton-Watson theory, namely 
that the extinction probability of a branching process equals the lowest fixed point of the 
generating function of the number of offspring per individual (E.g. [Har]).
In this Section we shall give an independent analytic proof of Theorem 9.
One reason for this effort is, that the interpretation of the right hand side of (15) as the 
extinction probability of an age-dependent branching process is not immediate.
Another reason is that still a scaling argument would be needed to remove the normalisa­
tion restrictions in (18). (To remove the restrictions m  = m  and g = g we only have to 
allow the first generation to have a different behaviour from its later descendents.)
A third reason is the possibility to generalise the result to distributions in more than one 
dimension (in the language of Section 3: to a general Weyl integral V).
2. In the case /?//,. =  /?//,. =  1 (k E N), \\g\\ =  ||p|| =: /. we have M{x)  = ex , and Theorem 9 
implies that the sum $ (i) := $(m , m,g,g)  satisfies
A  and $  are known as the generating functions of the combinatorial species ‘rooted tree’ 
and ‘forest’ in the sense of Joyal [Joy, BLL], A  is the inverse of the function z ze~z , 
which can be found using Lagrange’s inversion formula. The result for $  is then
In particular, the n-th term of the sum in (15) is ( n + l ) n^ 1\\g\\n/nl,  and the sum converges 
for \\g\\ < 1/e.
This case was studied by Botvich, Fayolle and Malyshev [BFM] in the context of network 
theory. Theorem 9 is an improvement compared to the result in [BFM], where the n-th 
term was estimated by (8||g||)n. In this special case it is only slightly better that the result 
of [FiL] which gives for the n-th term the estimate
$ ( i )  =  e t m  .
So, putting A(t) := t$(t)  we find
A(t)  = i e A<‘>. (19)
(20)
_  n  log log n
2nt n \/e c  lo«n , (c > e) .
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Note, however, that (17) and (20) are equalities, not estimates.
3. In [Maa] and [Spo] an estimate was used which required exponential decay of g(t) as 
£ —>• oo. Theorem 9 is an important improvement compared to this since exponential decay 
is the exception rather than the rule.
4.3. R ooted  trees.
According to the usual definition a rooted tree is a finite connected graph without cy­
cles and with one distinguished vertex. Here we prefer to use the following, equivalent 
definition.
A rooted tree or arborescence is a pair (V, a), where V  is a finite set, the set of vertices, and 
a is a map V  —>• V  with the property that ak becomes eventually constant. The constant 
is called the root, and we shall denote it by ©(a) or just 0 . The least value of k for which 
ak is constant is the height of the tree.
Drawing an arrow from v to a(v) for each v E V  \  {©}, 
we obtain an oriented graph. The number n of arrows 
will be called the order of the tree. Note that # (F )  = 
n + 1. The vertex set V  is partially ordered in a natural 
way: we say that v -< w if v =  ak(w) for some k E N. 
We think of a(v) as the parent of v. By da(v) we denote 
the number ^¿a^1 (u) of offspring of v. By V * we shall 
mean V  \  {©}.
Arborescences (V, a) and (W., b) are considered isomorphic if there is a bijection ƒ : V  —>• W  
such that b o f  = ƒ oo. We denote the collection of all isomorphism classes of arborescences 
of order n by An. We write A for (Jne|^A n.
Abusing notation we shall denote elements of A again by (V, a) or even just by a.
For a rooted tree (V, a) of order n we have the identity
n. (21)£  <4 (i0
v£ V
An automorphism of a E A is an isomorphism a -4- a. We denote the group of all auto­
morphisms of a by aut (a). By an indexation of a rooted tree (V, a) of order n we mean an 
order-preserving bijection i : V  {0,1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. The set of all indexations of (V, a) will 
be denoted by 1(a). Note that for l E 1(a) we always have *(©) =  0. Most rooted trees 
have several indexations.
4.4. P roof of the main estim ate.
The sum (15) contains a summation over functions c : {1, • • •, n} -4- {1, • • •, n} which are 
decreasing in the sense that c(j) < j  for all j .  We shall call such maps climbers of order n. 
Note that a climber is an arborescence with vertex set {0,1, • • •, n} satisfying
i ^ j  i < j .
-  15 -
We denote the set of all climbers of order n by Cn.
The sum over Cn occurring in (15) can be replaced by a sum over (indexed) rooted trees.
Lem m a 10. Let F : Cn R. Then
£ m = £
cGC„
1
|aut(a) | £ J O f l O Jb£l{a)
Proof. Choose a climber c of order n, and let (V, a) be its isomorphism class. We must 
count the number of indexations i of (V, a) which lead to the climber c. Now, a bijection
i : V  ^  (0,1, ■ ■ ■, n} enjoys this property iff the following conditions hold:
(i) v -< w ==>■ t(v) < t(w) ;
(ii) c = t o ao  ¿-1 .
But (i) is implied by (ii) since the order is determined by the graph. So it suffices to count 
the maps i which satisfy (ii). Choosing V  =  {0,1, • • •, n} and a = c we see that these are 
just the automorphisms of a.
□
Now let
An := { t =  (ii, i2, • • •, tn) e Rn | 0 < h  < ■ ■ ■ < tn } .
The following lemma allows us to raplace the summation over 1(a) together with the 
integration over A n by an easy integral over [0, oo)n.
Lemma 11. (Packing Lemma). For any rooted tree (V, a) the map
'da : 1(a) x A n — y [0, oo)v  : (i,t) ^  r, where rv := th{v) -  th{a{v)),
is bijective up to a subset of [0, oo)F* of measure zero, and has Jacobian 1 on each com­
ponent {¿} x A n.
Proof. Let n := # (F *), and choose a point r e [0, oo)v *. Allocate a ‘branching time’ sv 
to each vertex r e V by putting
==£sv := 7  y rw (with s0 := 0).
-  16 -
If some of these values sv coincide, which happens only for a set of points r of measure 0, 
then r is not in the range of da- If they are all different, they determine by their order a 
unique indexation t of V :
sv < sw l ( v )  < i(w).
Putting := sv we obtain t G A n with the property that
T v^0(^ 5 t)v ■ i^.(v) t¿,(a(v)) Sv o^(w) ^   ^ ^   ^ Tw
w ^ v  w ^ a ( v )
So r lies in the range of da- Conversely, if r =  da(i, t ), we must have
tb{v) Tv +  t i , (a(v)) ' ^   ^Tw S v .
w ^ v
And since t\ < t2 < ¿3 < • • • < tn, the indexation 1 is uniquely determined by the order of 
the ‘branching times’ sv, hence by r. So da is injective.
Finally, the map t da(t, i), for 1 G 1(a) fixed can be written as a V* x n-matrix (MVifc), 
which has l ’s at the positions (u,fc), where i(v) = k , (—l ) ’s at the positions (u, k) with 
i(a(v)) =  k and 0’s everywhere else. We may put M  in standard form by ordering the 
points in V * according to the indexation 1, thus putting all the l ’s on the diagonal.
3 4 5
1 / 1 0 0 0
2 0 1 0 0 0
3 0 - 1 1 0 0
4 0 - 1 0 1 0
5 V- 1 0 0 0 1 )
Figure 4. A indexed rooted tree (a, 1) with its matrix (Mv^).
Then since i(a(v)) < i(v), all the (—l ) ’s end up below the diagonal. So det(M) equals 1 
in this standard form, and ±1 in any other ordering of V*. The Jacobian | det(M )| of the 
piecewise linear map 'da equals 1 everywhere.
□
Lem m a 12. The sum of integrals $(m , m,g,g) in (15) can be written as
I l 5 l | d o ( 0 )  | W | # ( v * ) - d o ( 0 )  _  («(ft, »,5,5)= V  --------|^ y |------- ( n
(v,a)eA \ v £ V *
1
Proof. In (15) $(m , m>,g,g) is written as a sum over n of integrals over Cn x A n. First we 
apply Lemma 10 to replace the sum over Cn by a sum over indexed rooted trees (a, 1). We
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obtain
*(,m,m,g,g) = Y l E (II
n=0(v,a)eAn \vev
>< e  / '  i n  9i(v) (tl(v) i^,(o(w))) I dt.
i ,ei(a) An  \ v e v *
Then we apply the Packing Lemma (Lemma 11) to replace the sum over i and the inte­
gration over t by an integration over r:
Q(m,m,g,g) = V  , ,, . . mMS) I ) j ( S„(V„)] dr,
(v,<i)eA V.ev- /  J to,oc)''- \ v£V, )
where gv := g if v is the root, otherwise gv := g. The integral over r is now obvious, and 
the Lemma is proved.
□
Now for fh ,m ,g  and g fixed, let the weight w(a) of a rooted tree a, as in Lemma 12, be 
given by
w(a) := ||5||d°(0) \\g\\*(V Kdo(0)^do(©) I I  mda(v)-
v£V*
By w(a) we shall denote the same weight, but with g =  g and m = m.
Let A (h) with h, e N denote the set of all rooted trees of height < h, and define
wla)
|aut(a)|
(V,o)gA (ft)
Lemma 13. For all pairs of sequences m, m of nonnegative numbers, all pairs of functions 
g, g : [0, oo) [0, oo) and all h E N, t > 0,
^h+i(jh,m ,g,g) = M(\\g\\$h(m, m,g,g)),
where M  and M  are the generating functions given in (16).
Proof. If a is a rooted tree of height at most h+ 1 and root degree da(0) = n, and we cut off 
its root, then we are left with n rooted trees of height at most h. Therefore, the summation 
over all (V, a) E A(h+1) can be replaced by a sum over sequences a  =  (a(l), «(2), • • •, a(n)) 
of rooted trees in A(h), where such sequences are to be identified if they differ by a 
permutation. So the summation goes over the set An/ S n of orbits
« ^ { a o T r l T r e S ^ }  
of sequences a E A(h)n under Sn. With this correspondence we have
n
w(a) =  m n \\g\\n ■ w(a(j)),
3 =  1
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n|aut (a) | = # (5 ) • n |aut 
i=i
Now let N(a)  : = # { 7r e S ' n | a : o 7r =  a;} denote the size of the stabilizer of a, (i.e. 
N(a) = n L i  nfc! if a takes I different tree values rii, ri2 , • • •, m times respectively.) Then
and
#(« )
nl
N (a ) '
We calculate, starting from Lemma 12,
/ — ~ \ w(a)
(F,o)gA(/i+1)
9 ~A #(«) 5 laut(«(i))ln—° aeA(h)n/s n
m n w~\\n \ r f  \ T T  w (a U ) )
OO
n! _ ' -*-'*■ au t(a (j))
"=° aeA(ft)»/5„ ^=1 1 1
oo ~ n ( ( -\\
m n  II— 11«, T TEttIIsII £ 11
□
n! laut (a(j)) In=0 aGA(/l)« i= l l ^
( \ n
iw(a)
|aut (a) |
(v,a)eA(h)
= M (\\g\\$h(m ,m ,g)).
Proof of Theorem 9. First consider the case in =  in. g =  g. Let Mg denote the map
y ^  M(\\g\\y).
By Lemma 13, and since {m,g) = m 0 =  Mg(0), we have for all n > 1:
$ n_1(m ,fl) = M ;n(0).
Now let us call this number: yn. Then yi, y2, 2/3, • • • is a non-decreasing sequence in [0, oo], 
tending to $(m ,g) if the sum (15) converges, and to infinity otherwise.
Now suppose that (11) has a solution, i.e. Mg has a fixed point u > 0. Then, since Mg is 
non-decreasing, and since 0 < u,  we have for all n > 1 :
yn = M °n(0) < M°gn(u) = u.
Being bounded above, the sequence converges to a limit y ^  < u. As y ^  must be a fixed 
point itself, it is the least such point. -  19 -
On the other hand, if (11) has no solution, the sequence 2/1, 2/2? 2/35 * * * can have no finite 
limit, so it must tend to infinity. This proves the theorem in the case in =  in. g = g.
In the general case, we define Mg(y) := M(\\g\\y), and consider the sequence 
where
:= Mg o M °n(0) .
Then by Lemma 13
$>(fh,m,g,g) = lim ^ ( m ,  m, g, g) = lim M g o M °h(0)
h - H X >  h - H X >  y
= lim Mg(yh) ,
ft—>-00
and the theorem is proved.
□
5. E xistence o f the  Ground State.
In this Section we shall prove part of Theorem 5: we shall show that condition (c) ensures 
the existence of a ground state vector for H  +  V . Since the case T  > 0 is already covered 
by condition (a), we may assume here that T  = 0, i.e. % is the Fock space over K,, H  is 
the operator dV(K) and for all f  E JC
$(ƒ) =  « (/) +  «(ƒ)*
in the usual notation regarding Fock space (cf. for example [Sim]). Our main tool is the 
‘photon number’ operator N  := cfT(l). Below we shall use the inequality [BFS1]:
MfM2 <\\f\\'\\N1/2^h (2)
and the Lemma
Lemma 14. Let (ƒ/) ^ x be a complete orthonormal basis for K, with fi E Dom(lf). 
Suppose that K  > e • 1 for some £ > 0. Then we have for all ij) E D om (ii1//2),
OO
= ||iV1/2^ ||2 .
1=1
Proof. Cf. [Aril], □
Lemma 15. Let Hn (n E N) and H  be self adjoint operators on a Hilbert space % having 
a common core D such that for all ij) E D, Hnijj -4- Hip as n -4- 00. Let tj)n be a normalized 
eigenvector of Hn with eigenvalue E n, such that E  =  limn^.00 E n and the weak limit 
lim ^oo tj)n = ij) exists and is nonzero. Then ij) is an eigenvector of H  with eigenvalue E. 
In particular i f  tj)n is the ground state of Hn, then ij) is the ground state of H.
Proof. Cf. [Aril] □
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T heorem  16. Consider (AC, K, q) as defined in Section 3, and let v : R —Y R be a bounded 
differentiable function with derivative v '. Suppose that q E D o m (ii^ 1) and
IMloo • ll-K--1?!! < ^ 2 .
Then dT(K ) +  u($(g)) has a ground state.
Proof. For all e > 0 Theorem 5, condition (b) yields the existence of a ground state vector 
for dT(K + e) + v(Q(q)). By the weak compactness of the unit ball in % there exists a 
sequence en — Y 0 and a weakly convergent sequence tj)n — Y ij) such that tj)n is a ground 
state vector for Hn := (dT(K + en) + v(Q(q)). Lemma 15 will then ensure the existence 
of the ground state for H  = dT(K) + v(Q(q)), provided that </• ^  0.
Let E n := inf spec Hn. As Hn -  > 0 we have for all ƒ E /Cjg> fl Dom (AC):
0 < (a(f)ipn, {Hn -  E n)a(f)ipn),
Then using (Hn — E n)ij)n = 0, we get (a(/)V>n, [Hn, a (f)]^n) > 0 and the commutator is 
[dT(K + e) + u($(g)), a(f)} = - a{{K + e)f)  + u '($(g))[$(g),a(/)]
= —a((K + e)f) -  -j=v'(Q(q))(f,q).
We make the substitition ƒ =  (K + en) ^ 1^ 2fh  where ( /O ^ i is the orthonormal basis from 
Lemma 14, and then we take the sum over all 1:
y ( a ( ( K  + en) 1/2f i ) i / j n , a((K + e n ) 1/2f i ) ^ r
i=i
<  ^ Y ~ ^ = ( q , ( K  +  £ n )  1 / 2 f i ) ( a ( ( K  +  £n ) 1 / 2 f i ) i / j n , v '
/=! v2
Using Lemma 14 for the l.h.s. of the inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz and (22) for the r.h.s., 
we obtain
||N 1/2^n ||2 < I {a{{K + £ n Y 1/ 2q)i>n, v'($(q))ipn) I
< ± = \\(K  + e ^ q W . ^ H r
< ^ = \ \ K - 1q\\-\\N1/ 2il>n \\-\\v'\\00.
Now we have assumed that ||iV1//2^ n || < | | i i ^ 1g|| • U^ 'Uoo < 15 say ||iV1//2^ n||2 < 1 — rj 
with i] > 0. This implies in particular that |(i^n,Q )|2 > 77, where Q is the ground state in 
the absence of the perturbation. Finally by taking the limit n - }  00 we get the desired 
result
|(^,Q )| =  lim |(^ „ ,0 )| > 77
i.e. </• 7^  0.
□
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In this section we list the measures v associated to some simple linear quantum dynamical 
systems. More are found in [LeM, Spo, FiL, FKM] and many other sources.
An oscillator in a simple harmonic chain with nearest neighbour interaction [vHe, FiL, 
GrM] is described by
2 dx
¿'chain (dx) ' l[o,6](*^ )
6. Exam ples.
7rm0 J y/{x2 -  a?){]P -  x 2)
q,q q,q +  4 6 
----, o :=
m0 v rriQ
Here mo is the mass of each of the oscillators, ao the constant of the spring which ties 
each oscillator to its rest position, and 5 the constant of the springs connecting nearest 
neighbours. Clearly, this model satiesfies condition (b) of Theorem (5), provided that 
«o > 0. It also satisfies the condition (11) of Theorem 4 for suitably smooth and small 
perturbations v, but it never shows exponential decay of the commutator function g(t) =
Im [Qo,Qt].
The model for Rayleigh scattering treated in [Spo] is described by the measure
1 x 2lmr(x)dx
¿'Rayleigh (dx)
n ((mo +  Rer(x))a;2 — a 0) +  x 2(lm r{x)y
where again mo and ao are the mass and spring constant of a harmonic oscillator coupled 
to the electromagnetic field. The coupling is taken in the dipole approximation, where the 
oscillator is given a well-behaved charge density function p. The function r above is given 
by
r (a ; ) :=l im^ f  \p{k)\?
elo 3 ./p/1 ||fc||2 — x 2 — ie
(Cf. [Spo], (B3) or [LeM].) This model satisfies condition (c) of Theorem (5). Typically g 
drops off exponentially, so that the old condition on v can be used. This leads to extremely 
small perturbations v.
The ancient model due to Horace Lamb [Lam], which obeys a Langevin equation, is ob­
tained by putting [Maa]
f ]  ^ 2rjxdx
¿/Lamb(®2'J =  7 9 I 9 9 ’(moxz — ao) + rfzx z
where mo and ao are the mass and the spring constant of the oscillator, and rj is a friction 
coefficient. Also here exponential decay of the commutator function g occurs, but the 
conditions of Theorem 5 are not satisfied for T  = 0.
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